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CULTURE
Where do we go from Here: Success, Conflict or Failure? By Brother Andy
One of the last books written by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is titled “Where Do We Go
from Here: Chaos or Community?”
Was the prophetic question of Dr. King philosophical rhetoric or a warning for the
condition of today’s culture in the United States? It’s interesting that Dr. King
mentioned Chaos before Community. Coming into the year 2015 it appears our
younger generation is driven by the dramatic chaos of reality television and the
rebellion profiled in social media. The wealthy do not appear satisfied with controlling
over 90% of the nation’s wealth in the U.S. and probably this financial chaos will not
stop until the United States is divided into aristocrats and peasants. Race relations in
the U.S. flagrantly display disdain for the nation’s black president while some feel law
enforcement is murdering citizens without consequences, especially black victims.
Financial inequality; rebellious disconnection between generations and racial unrest
is a recipe for a cultural disaster which can end with the next Civil War. Though I
make a strong assumption, it’s not a final conclusion.
Collectively our subcultures can coexist and succeed when the opportunity for
success and resolve emerge. The United States cannot continue on the path it is on
without irreversible damage to social relationships and its economy. Let’s face it,
most people in the United States are one or two paychecks from being homeless and
it could only take one more national conflict to spark a violent disruption between the
masses.
Some of us have retreated into self degrading and self destructive behaviors. Complacency and denial is evident in our
tolerance with how the media and entertainment steer our attitudes and belief system. Our culture idolizes sports teams
and celebrities as though we have no social identity of our own. I am not putting down enjoying sports or being entertained
by celebrities, I just find it worthless to adore them or accept media philosophy as fact in determining how I should live or
how I should feel about something. That’s one of the reasons why our young people rebel and people engage in behaviors
that promote violence, chronic health problems, poverty and other destructive activities.
The middle class didn’t give a darn about the economy until the housing market tanked and some lost their homes thus
creating the Tea Party and the Occupy movements. Now where are they? It is a shame that it takes a dung pile to land in
your own back yard before we react. I could go on and on citing stupid crap we let dominate our culture which I’ll just list a
few under…
Cultural Failures: We have young people involved in high impact sports forcing them to play at an adult level knowing it
shortens their physical longevity and exposing kids to receiving injuries which they should not experience at such a young
age. It happens in Little League baseball with young pitchers wearing out joints and connective tissue at a rate of a
professional baseball player. It’s happening in Junior League football and highlighted in a television show “Friday Night
Tykes” which exposes the atrocity and created a phenomenon of television viewers who seem like they can’t get enough of
this sick cultural obsession even though two youth football coaches were suspended after episodes showed their
dangerous training tactics.
Over 50,000 to 60,000 of the homeless in the U.S. are veterans, which is an unacceptable cultural failure. Reality
television is staged and we know it, yet this culturally toxic “in your face” drama is addictively absorbed like an escape
drug. Television viewers and social media users contribute to glorifying celebrity domestic violence and glorifying “ratchet”
behavior. We accept cultural trash that we know is wrong.

“White Silence” is the cultural divide that has helped fuel the disconnect between law enforcement and public trust. Other
low level cultural failures I’ll pick on include skinny jeans, low hang pants and ripped jeans which are just as ridiculous as
the trend with parachute pants and hip huggers. Recently the term “I got the meat sweats” concerns me with just how
much meat can you eat to get the sweats. Really folks? Twitter and Instagram instantaneously spark conflict and rippling
social discourse yet this media use is a cultural addiction beyond reasonable explanation.
Cultural Successes
We are finally successful with addressing health disparities including recognizing the need to deal with juvenile obesity. As
a nation we are responding to youth: violence, bullying and suicides. Singer Meghan Trainor with her song “All About That
Bass” helped take pressure off of young women who don’t fit the Madison Avenue image of beauty. Meghan Trainor is a
size 12, weighing 175 pounds (the average size of a female in the U.S.). The not so hidden message in the song is
remove the letter “B” from the song title to reveal the cultural trend towards a realistic female figure. Other cultural success
in the U.S. is social media outlets like Facebook which helps put a face with the story in a lack of better communication
between the masses. Facebook now offers options to “edit” or delete information expressed by authors and
commentators.
Movements like “Up With People” have been trying to do something positive and helpful for over 45 years. Organizations
like Habitat for Humanity builds homes for people who may not have had any other opportunity to do so. Hospice
programs across the nation help provide dignity and support to people dealing with life challenging circumstances. The Big
Brothers Big Sisters organization continues to mentor and offer companions for young people.
Finally
If our cultural trends continue as they are, then expecting improvement in the United States will be compared to trying to
win a boxing match when you lead with your chin. Which if you know anything about boxing, putting your chin out
guarantees a nap on the canvas. If you are ready to help make your life better and hopefully add something to make the
world better, you can start by doing things better for yourself. We have to live better and treat one another better…so we
have to try better and keep success as a goal in all that we do.
I close this article with this quote from Pittsburg Pennsylvania Police Chief Cameron McLay (pictured with sign) “Culture is
a slow thing to change. It takes years and years and years to change culture,” McLay said. “But effective leaders working
together can change climate a lot faster…”

HEALTH
January 2015 Health Byte. By Erien Frazier
Happy New Year! It is another year to not only talk about health but to be about health! The Bible says
its God’s wish that we all prosper and be in good health. Health doesn’t come by chance though. It can
only be had by making an active decision to do those things that improve health. This can be difficult to
do when bad habits have already been formed. The good news is that, although people are creatures
of habit, old habits that are not good can be broken and replaced by good habits. This year’s health
bytes will be all about being informed about what we need to do to reclaim health and hopefully provide
the motivation to do it. If we recall from past Health Bytes, there are eight (8) basic laws of health for
us to observe. They are: Nutrition, Exercise, Water, Sunlight, Temperance, Air, Rest and Trust*. When
we combine them together, we have NEW START! That’s what we will make 2015 all about.
First on the health topic is Nutrition. This happens to be one of the topics people least want to talk about. But we need to
talk about it because of how it affects the way we think and feel. If exercise is queen then nutrition is king. The kingdom of
health, with nutrition leading the charge, is bombarded daily by invaders.
One of its invaders that we will focus on this month has successfully disguised itself to appear harmless and has been able
to multiply and insert itself in places that it shouldn’t be. That invader is called refined sugar. It has been said that refined
sugar in its pure state has chemical properties similar to cocaine. It has also been shown that refined sugar is as addicting
if not more than many illegal drugs.
In the United States refined sugar is not seen by the public as a threat to human health as it should be viewed. But it is
indeed a threat because it robs the body of nutrients needed for daily function. In addition to robbing the body blind, sugar
severely handicaps the white blood cells ability to fight a good fight when faced with threats like Ebola, the flu, and the
common cold. It’s like having a soldier with no arms and legs. We definitely don’t want that so it’s important to eliminate, as
far as possible, refined sugar from our diet and replace it with sweet alternatives. These alternatives are: pure
unprocessed honey, 100% pure maple syrup, stevia, agave syrup, brown rice syrup, and xylitol. Many of these items can
be found in the healthy sections of your local grocery store. Be prepared for sticker shock, but they are worth it. Many of
these sweeteners are very beneficial for those trying to control their blood sugar levels. So the goal for January 2015
should be to start reducing the amount of refined sugar in our diets. That means we need to read labels and be careful
with foods that have hidden refined sugar. Our bodies will thank us in the long run. Cheers to new beginnings!
*Editors insert: Water is best fluoride free; temperance is another word for moderation; fresh Air should be free from
second hand smoke and other pollutants; the best Rest period is between 9pm & 6am as lifestyles and work allows; your
faith and practicing your beliefs daily is part of the Trust that helps with the NEW START.

SUCCESS
Martin Luther King Jr. DAY Gathering: “Come Let’s Talk, then Walk the Walk”

On January 19, 2015 at 1:00 pm there will be a King DAY Gathering at the Martin Luther King Jr. Community Center (131
W. North Avenue, Hagerstown Maryland 21740). You are invited to come join conversation circles addressing various
social and cultural concerns with the intention of building connections and solutions that may help resolve these issues or
at least end the silence that allows problems to brew and become disastrous conflicts. There is no pre-registration
requirement. The will be an exhibit honoring Dr. King. Light refreshments will be available. We just ask for you to have
civilized and respectful exchanges of thoughts, ideals and solutions. When you leave this gathering it would be beneficial
to you and for your concerns if you take immediate action to help make things better. So often we gather or witness a lot
of talk and no positive actions that come out of these discussions. TIME FOR A CHANGE! We don’t care if your change
action is no more than visiting the wounded warriors or a friend in the hospital. We encourage everyone to take the
discussions from talk to action. TIME FOR A CHANGE. “Come Let’s Talk, then Walk the Walk. This event is being hosted
by Brothers Who Care (301) 393-9290. Visit our website: www.brotherswhocare.org or join us on facebook:
www.facebook.com/brotherswhocare . (Photo above: Selma to Montgomery March – 1965 take by James Karales)
Planning will begin for the 2015 Neighborhood DAY of HOPE and the Annual Neighborhood Youth Day.
st
th
The Neighborhoods 1 – Medal of Honor Group will be meeting on Thursday, January 8 at 7pm in the Bethel Gardens
Community Center (356 Henry Avenue Hagerstown, Maryland 21740) to begin planning for the group’s two annual events.
Those who have participated on past planning teams are encouraged to attend and those organizations or individuals
interested in being on the event schedules should express their interest. This year’s DAY of HOPE will be seeking to
contract with four (4) food vendors and expanding event activities to meet the lengthened event timeline. Organizations
that have provided community outreach in the past will be invited to participate with us again for the 2015 events. We
hope that you will attend or be a part of these events that help increase the progress, unity and success of the Jonathan
Street neighborhood. People make a difference and you can live in a better community with out moving! Call the Brothers
Who Care office if you have an interest in attending the planning sessions or participating at the events (301) 393-9290.
We are Fixing the Problem with Tobacco Sales to Minors
Brothers Who Care is providing FREE Tobacco Vendor Compliance education FREE to license tobacco vendors and their
employees. Customers can do their part in not facilitating second hand sales to minors (buying tobacco products and
giving them to minors is illegal and wrong). The cost of tobacco related illnesses in the State of Maryland is over $2.5
billion dollars a year. Meaning, everyone paying taxes in the state is paying the price for preventable illnesses. Does this
mean we are trying to prevent adults from smoking? No, however there is help for those who want to stop using tobacco.
Call the toll free phone number 1-800 QUIT NOW (1-800-784-8669) when you are ready to take a step towards quitting
tobacco or contact your local health department to participate in a tobacco cessation program and receive free help.
Arrangements are being made to receive the FREE Tobacco Vendor Compliance education training provided throughout
the State of Maryland. In the Hagerstown, Maryland area you can contact Brothers Who Care (301-393-9290 or email:
bwc@brotherswhocare.org) for more information on the compliance education or to set up a community discussion to help
fix our problems with compliance.
Limited door-to-door delivery of Speak Up Community newspapers
Inclement weather is here so door-to-door delivery of Speak Up is limited to housing developments and apartment
complexes. This is an electronic publication which you can always download from our website: www.brotherswhocare.org
current and past issues. Visit our website and watch our many photo movies of events you may have attended or missed.
Speak Up is a reader supported publication and we wish to thank those who continue to submit articles, information,
remarks and comments as well as donations of time and money. You can still receive a printed copy outside of normal
delivery by calling our office (301) 393-9290 or send your email address to speakup@brotherswhocare.or to join our email
listing.. You can also join us on Facebook at: http://facebook.com/brotherswhocare and get the latest information updated
daily including our movie reviews; announcements and others news we share with our Facebook friends.

SPEAK UP PHOTO GALLERY

NEWS Crew photos by Brother Andy & John Williams

A photo story glance back at 2014
Be the first to name the events in these photos and win some movie passes. Some pictures were only posted on
www.facebook.com/brotherswhocare Call 301-393-9290 or email: speakup@brotherswhocare.org with your answers.

